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Brickyard Legends Team present :
Ford Escort Mexico and RS2000

The Mark I Ford Escort was introduced in the United Kingdom at the end of 1967, making its show debut at Brussels
Motor Show in January 1968. It replaced the successful long running Anglia. The car was presented in continental
Europe as a product of Ford's European operation. Escort production commenced at Halewood in England during the
closing months of 1967, and for left hand drive markets during September 1968 at the Ford plant in Genk. Initially the
continental Escorts differed slightly from the UK built ones under the skin. The front suspension and steering gear were
differently configured and the brakes were fitted with dual hydraulic circuits; also the wheels fitted on the Genk-built
Escorts had wider rims. At the beginning of 1970, continental European production transferred to a new plant on the
edge of Saarlouis, West Germany.

The Escort was a commercial success in several parts of western Europe, but nowhere more than in the UK, where the
national best seller of the 1960s, BMC's Austin/Morris 1100 was beginning to show its age while Ford's own Cortina had
grown, both in dimensions and in price, beyond the market niche at which it had originally been pitched. In June 1974,
six years into the car's UK introduction, Ford announced the completion of the two millionth Ford Escort, a milestone
hitherto unmatched by any Ford model outside the USA. It was also stated that 60% of the two million Escorts had been
built in Britain. In West Germany cars were built at a slower rate of around 150,000 cars per year, slumping to 78,604 in
1974 which was the last year for the Escort Mark I. Many of the German built Escorts were exported, notably to Benelux
and Italy: from the West German domestic market perspective the car was cramped and uncomfortable when compared
with the well established and comparably priced Opel Kadett, and it was technically primitive when set against the
successful imported Fiat 128 and Renault 12. Subsequent generations of the Escort made up some of the ground
foregone by the original model, but in Europe's largest auto-market the Escort sales volumes always came in well behind
those of the General Motors Kadett and its Astra successor.

The Escort had conventional rear-wheel drive and a four-speed manual gearbox, or 3-speed automatic transmission. The
suspension consisted of MacPherson strut front suspension and a simple live axle mounted on leaf springs. The Escort
was the first small Ford to use rack-and-pinion steering. The Mark I featured contemporary styling cues in tune with its
time: a subtle Detroit-inspired "Coke bottle" waistline and the "dogbone" shaped front grille â€” arguably the car's main
stylistic feature. Similar Coke bottle styling featured in the larger Cortina Mark III (also built in West Germany as the
Taunus) that was launched in 1970.

Initially, the Escort was sold as a 2-door saloon (with circular front headlights and rubber flooring) on the "De Luxe"
model. The "Super" model featured rectangular headlamps, carpets, a cigar lighter and a water temperature gauge. A 2
door estate was introduced at the end of March 1968 which, with the back seat folded down, provided an impressive
40% increase in maximum load space over the old Anglia 105E estate, according to the manufacturer. The estate
featured the same engine options as the saloon, but it also included a larger, 71?2-inch-diameter (190 mm) clutch, stiffer
rear springs and in most configurations slightly larger brake drums or discs than the saloon. A panel van appeared in
April 1968 and the 4-door saloon (a bodystyle the Anglia was never available in for UK market) in 1969.

Underneath the bonnet was the Kent Crossflow engine which was also used in the North American Ford Pinto. Diesel
engines on small family cars were rare, and the Escort was no exception, initially featuring only petrol engines â€” in 1.1 L,
and 1.3 L versions. A 940 cc engine was also available in some export markets, but few were ever sold. There was a
1300GT performance version, with a tuned 1.3 L Kent (OHV) engine with a Weber carburetor and uprated suspension.
This version featured additional instrumentation with a tachometer, battery charge indicator, and oil pressure gauge. The
same tuned 1.3 L engine was also used in a variation sold as the Escort Sport, that used the flared front wings from the
AVO range of cars, but featured trim from the more basic models. Later, an "executive" version of the Escort was
produced known as the 1300E. This featured the same 13" road wheels and flared wings of the Sport, but was trimmed
in an upmarket, for that time, fashion with wood trim on the dashboard and door cappings.

A higher performance version for rallies and racing was available, the Escort Twin Cam, built for Group 2 international
rallying. It had an engine with a Lotus-made eight-valve twin camshaft head fitted to the 1.5 L non-crossflow block, which
had a bigger bore than usual to give a capacity of 1,558 cc. This engine had originally been developed for the Lotus
Cortina. Production of the Twin Cam, which was originally produced at Halewood, was phased out as the RS1600 was
developed.

The Mark I Escorts became successful as a rally car, and they eventually went on to become one of the most successful
rally cars of all time. The Ford works team was practically unbeatable in the late 1960s / early 1970s, and arguably the
Escort's greatest victory was in the 1970 London to Mexico World Cup Rally being driven by Finnish legend Hannu
Mikkola. This gave rise to the Escort Mexico (1.6 L "Kent"-engined) special edition road versions in honour of the rally
car. In addition to the Mexico, the RS1600 was developed which used a Kent engine block with a 16-valve Cosworth
cylinder head. This engine was essentially a detuned Formula 3 engine designated BDA, for Belt Drive A Series. Both
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the Mexico and RS1600 were built at Ford's Advanced Vehicle Operations (AVO) facility located at the Aveley Plant in
South Essex. As well as higher performance engines and sports suspension, these models featured strengthened
bodyshells, making them good for rallying.

Ford also produced an RS2000 model as an alternative to the somewhat temperamental RS1600, featuring a 2.0 L Pinto
(OHC) engine. This also clocked up some rally and racing victories; and pre-empted the hot hatch market as a desirable
but affordable performance road car. Like the Mexico and RS1600, this car was produced at the Aveley plant.

Credits :
- simbin for the Ford Escort
- papag21 : 3d, mapping, file structure, template, skins
- Nappe1 : physics
- dbstreet : cockpit, gauges
- tincorna : updates, skins
- kiwisteve : skins, shellsport league
- hkhoy : skins
- whoops : skins
- jandri : sounds
- Ney.Dias : testing

Installation instructions:
- extract folder to x:/GTL/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALTBIERBUDEN VERSION: YOU NEED THE ABB CARCLASSES TO RUN THIS MOD
------------------------------------------------------


Enjoy

Version 1.2 modifications by CY-33 (Jan. 2020)
Since this awesome Mod did not need any real improvements I took the liberty to add some of my own skins to the
download (02, 04, 08, 11-17, 29, 31, 45-46, 70-72). 
I also added wheels styles 6 and 7 (Ford Sport Steel) and also helmets and driver overalls as well as RCD files. Also a
third engine option for the 1300 Sport cars was added. 

Fixed bug in the original engine files that prevented the starter from working by MichaW

============================================================================
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Toller Bericht und Danke Micha - geil

lg AndrÃ© http://www.altbierbude.de/images/fbfiles/images/Unbenannt_Echtfarben2_03.jpg
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Fehlermeldung im Updater;
Exeption in transfer thread

error_perm; 550 Could not get file size.


Kann Ich da was machen?
Die Meldung kommt immer beim ersten Bild des Escorts.
Ferrari kann Ich also downloaden aber Ford und Car Class nicht.
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Edit; nach downloaden der Ferrari Updater abschalten und neu starten, jetzt geht de Escort , und car classes auch! :) 

DANKE!

============================================================================
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Geschrieben von Mikkola - 09.02.2020 00:05
_____________________________________

Version 1.2 Modifikationen von CY-33 (Jan. 2020)

Viele Dank CY-33, einfach schÃ¶ne Fahrzeuge, mit tollen Skins....

lg AndrÃ© (Mikkola) http://www.altbierbude.de/images/fbfiles/images/71ST_X011.jpg
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I was surprised to see how quick the 1300  is (at least in my view yesterday) compared to the 2000. Was it really like
that?

============================================================================

Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von CY33 - 09.02.2020 12:30
_____________________________________

Not sure. The 1300 Sport was a good engine also known from the predecessor Ford Anglia: from the base also line 4
crossflow, just like the 1600 in the Mexico version and very tunable, as you see in the 1300GT: Weber caburators and
"hot" camshaft and stuff like that. The GT, as we have it here as well, is a Group 2 car with way more tuning options
while the RS2000, Mexico and Sport are group 1 "production" cars. So out of the factory the RS2000 had 100HP, while
the lighter 1300 Sport had only 72. The cars in the mod are all above these numbers - I do not know how realistic the
actual numbers are but the cars need to be competitive with each other and other cars of the class. To be honest: I think
many cars are way overpowered actually (Fiat 128, R8 Gordini, Simcas, DAF 55... Not sure). The 1300 might need a
tune-down...

============================================================================

Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von CasparGTL - 09.02.2020 12:59
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We'll work in out in the coming days. :)

============================================================================

Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von GS/2.8 - 10.02.2020 20:15
_____________________________________

Just perfect! ;) 

More Street Skins with numberplate! B)

============================================================================

Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von Classicracer2 - 10.02.2020 20:58
_____________________________________
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GS/2.8 schrieb:
Just perfect! ;) 

More Street Skins with numberplate! B)

And the best of it: these Skins are PERIOD CORRECT and not just/only any "fantasy Products"! Gotta LOVE IT!
:woohoo: *bigthumbsup*

============================================================================

Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von CY33 - 10.02.2020 22:02
_____________________________________

Actually one of the things that make a mod attractive to me: more or less road legal cars ;). Group 1 is just great. 

All of the cars are real existing but not all are really old. Very few are recent and I was not able to find out of they just
survived in their current state of if they are modern builds (witch is fine too, of course!). In other Mods (304, Simca
1200S, Impala, Skyline, Dolomite, DAF 55...) I did only period correct! Itis part of the service ;)

============================================================================

Re:Aw: Release Ford Escort MK1 by BLT & CY33 & ABB
Geschrieben von CasparGTL - 11.02.2020 09:31
_____________________________________

CY33 wrote:
Actually one of the things that make a mod attractive to me: more or less road legal cars ;). Group 1 is just great. 

All of the cars are real existing but not all are really old. Very few are recent and I was not able to find out of they just
survived in their current state of if they are modern builds (witch is fine too, of course!). In other Mods (304, Simca
1200S, Impala, Skyline, Dolomite, DAF 55...) I did only period correct! Itis part of the service ;) i like the fact that
historically correct cars are combined with good looking fantasy liveries. Scrutenering new skins is good too. I'd love to
see somes personal skins that were made for me and look great imo but I understand that they are not accepted for ABB
dowload. :-(y
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